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ABSTRACT

We propose a dialog act classification based on the prosody of the audio signal in combination with the course of the dialog. The work is applied to the Spanish corpus DIHANA. As far as we know, it is the first experiment made with prosody in this corpus. To do the labeling, we used two features that had been extracted from the user speech (pitch and energy) in a HMM classifier combined with an n-gram of dialog acts. The results shows a slighty improvement in the tagging when prosody is included in the classification.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a speech based dialog system, it is necessary to recognize the user’s speech and to understand the true meaning of the uttered sentence. Both of them are used by the machine to generate an appropriate response. When obtaining the relevant information that aids the system, the speech is segmented into utterances (the minimal significant unit from the dialog viewpoint) each of which is labeled with a dialog act (DA). Dialog acts typically represent types of sentences or communicative intentions. Common dialog acts are: question, answer, response, . . . One of the research fields in dialog systems is the identification of dialog acts.

One way to extract dialog acts from speech is using the automatic speech transcription, so the recognition accuracy may affect the correct labeling. To improve the tagging other authors have proposed the use of some prosody features that can identify different types of sentences. On the one hand, this method has one important advantage: it could be used before the speech recognition, and the dialog act identification may aid the speech recognizer in the recognition of the words; but, on the other hand, the signal is more difficult to interpret than the transcription.

Some studies have proved the influence of prosody in dialog acts identification. In [1], results are presented for the SwitchBoard corpus, based on spontaneous conversations between English speakers. These results show an improvement on the DA identification when using prosodic features. The CallHome Spanish corpus, with telephonic conversation in Latin American Spanish, has been used in a similar test [2]. In this last work, pitch and energy features are computed to classify acts through Support Vector Machines (SVM).

In this article we describe the results of dialog act labeling in the Spanish corpus DIHANA, using pitch and energy values. This corpus is recorded only by Spanish speakers, seeking those who do not have a strong accent. Instead of SVM or K-Nearest Neighbours (K-NN) techniques, that do not capture the continuity of the features, we used Hidden Markov Models (HMM) with gaussian output distributions, in a similar way to the speech recognition process. Furthermore, we improved the prosodic classification with a dialog act n-gram.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE CORPUS

The Spanish corpus DIHANA [3] is composed of 900 dialogs about a telephonic train information system. It was acquired by 225 different speakers (153 male and 72 females), with small dialectal variants. There are 6,280 user turns and 9,133 system turns. The vocabulary size is 823 words. The total amount of speech signal was about five and a half hours.

The acquisition of the DIHANA corpus was carried out by means of an initial prototype, using the Wizard of Oz (WoZ) technique [4]. This acquisition was only restricted at the semantic level (i.e., the acquired dialogs are related to a specific task domain) and was not restricted at the lexical and syntactical level (spontaneous-speech). In this acquisition process, the semantic control was provided by the definition of scenarios that the user had to accomplish and by the WoZ strategy, which defines the behaviour of the acquisition system.

The annotation scheme used in the corpus is based on the Interchange Format (IF) defined in the C-STAR project [5]. Although it was defined for a Machine Translation task, it has been adapted to dialog annotation [6]. The three-level proposal of the IF format covers the speech act, the concept, and the argument, which makes it appropriate for its use in task-oriented dialog.

Based on the IF format, a three-level annotation scheme of the DIHANA corpus utterances was defined in [7].
This DA set represents the general purpose of the utterance (first level), as well as more precise semantic information that is specific to each task (second and third levels).

All of the dialogues are segmented in turns (User and System), and each turn is also segmented into utterances. Finally, each utterance is labelled with a three-level label. Obviously, more than one utterance can appear per turn. In fact, an average of 1.5 utterances per turn was obtained.

Only the first level contains linguistic information that can be learned by a prosodic classifier, so we preprocessed the audio corpus to cut the turns into first level utterances. The final tags we used were: Afirmación (Yes-answer), Negación (No-answer), Pregunta (Question), Respuesta (Generic Answer), Cierre (End dialog), Indefinida (No tagged). The 42% of the first level utterances are questions; thus, our baseline classification error is 58%.

There are 7,373 first level utterances. We used, on average, 6,118 for train and 1,255 for test.

3. MODELING

Other authors have used some different techniques to classify DAs from prosodic cues, like decision trees [1], neural networks [8], and SVM[2]. We investigated the performance of HMMs for classification based on prosody.

3.1. Feature extraction

There is a classification of sentences in Spanish based on the speaker intonation [9]. The intonation of the sentences are quite different, i.e., for a question or for a statement. In Figures 1 and 2, we show the pitch evolution for one sentence with different intonations.

![Figure 1](image1.png) Pitch evolution for the sentence "Se puede ir desde Santurce a Bilbao" recorded like a statement.

![Figure 2](image2.png) Pitch evolution for the sentence "Se puede ir desde Santurce a Bilbao" recorded like a question.

The feature extraction is based in only two features: energy measure and pitch. For every 10 ms of signal, we computed the frame energy and an estimation of the F0. We used the Snack library [10], developed by the Department of Speech, Music and Hearing, in the Royal Institute of Technology in Sweden, to estimate the fundamental frequency. The purpose of the library is to develop in a short time sound tools using scripting languages such as Tcl/Tk or Python. In addition to these two values, we computed the first and second derivative of the features. Therefore, we obtained vectors with six elements.

3.2. Hidden Markov Models

The HMMs with gaussian distributions in the states are used in speech recognition to model the sound units, usually phonemes. Their structure allows them to model the time-variation of the features so they can represent the prosodic variation in time.

We used a three-state HMM for each dialog act. This structure was selected due to the minimum number of vectors obtained from the audio signal. They were trained using the HTK software [11].

The decodification process was made using iATROS. This recognition software was developed in the PRHLT Group in the Instituto Tecnológico de Informática. It is based on the Viterbi algorithm and uses three models:

- **Acoustic models:** Each model represents a phonetic unit as a continuous HMM. In our task, we have one acoustic model for each dialog act which represents the prosodic variation.

- **Lexical model:** Each word is described as a Finite State Machine (FSM), that defines the acoustic models that compose the word. In our case, no words are actually defined. Therefore, each lexical model correspond to an only acoustic model.

- **Language Model:** Defines the relations between the words. We used a FSM to model the structure of a turn. Figure 3 shows the model we used. It has three states, since the utterances have two dialog acts at most. The transition probabilities between states are equal for all the edges.
Figure 4. Some estimations of the 3-gram used in this task. The second number is the log-probability.

Obviamente, some turns have only one tag. We used partial decodification to solve this problem and allow decodification with only one utterance.

3.3. Word Graphs

A word graph (WG) is a direct graph, no cyclical and with weights, where each node represents a discrete point in time. The edges of the graph are a set \( w, s, e \), where \( w \) is the hypothetic word from node \( s \) to \( e \). The weights are scores associated to the edges. The best path from the initial state to the final state is the most likely hypothesis. In short, a WG is like a “picture” of the recognition process.

The word graph is necessary to add n-gram information to the model. The n-gram is estimated using the sequence of dialog acts in the dialogues, i.e., using system and user turns. In Figure 4 is showed an example of 3-gram. However, recognition is only performed on user turns (audio records from system utterances does not exist). Therefore, after the recognition process we obtain a WG with the calculated acoustic probabilities and equal language model probabilities, which includes all possible dialog act sequences. We can incorporate the n-gram information by changing the language model probabilities in the WG by the corresponding n-gram probabilities. After this change, we searched the best path in the WG using the combination of the acoustic and the new language model probabilities.

In Figure 5 there is an example of a word graph for this task. In this case there is only one dialog act, and the graph shows us the probabilities for each class. In the shown WG, lets assume that the previous dialog acts for that turn were "Pregunta" and "Respuesta". The new WG with n-gram probabilities (using the probabilities of Figure 4) is showed in Figure 6.

4. RESULTS

To obtain significant results in the labeling task with the DIANA corpus, a cross-validation approach was adopted and 5 different partitions were used. Each of them had 720 dialogues for training and 180 for testing. The statistics for the corpus are presented in Table 1.

For each partition we combined the prosody classification with a 3-gram trained with the utterances’ evolution within the dialogs. The 3-grams included all the utterances (user and system), because in a real dialog system we always know the tag of the previous system turn.

Table 2 shows the results of the experiments. We included the tagging using only the calculated 3-grams, and the combination with prosody. In this table, the Word Error Rate (WER) measures the accuracy of the act labeling, whereas the Sentence Error Rate (SER) shows the accuracy of the whole turn tagging.

Labeling acts using the 3-gram produced an improvement of 20 points from the baseline (that we fixed in 58 %). The inclusion of prosody information reduces the WER only in one point.
Table 2. Results for the experiments in the five partitions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>3-gram</th>
<th>Combined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Partition 1</td>
<td>41.4/40.2</td>
<td>40.3/39.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 2</td>
<td>43.5/42.2</td>
<td>42.8/41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 3</td>
<td>40.8/39.5</td>
<td>40.6/39.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partition 4</td>
<td>34.5/33.2</td>
<td>32.4/30.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40.3/38.9</td>
<td>39.3/37.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The corpus DIHANA has a labeling oriented to the human-machine interaction. This tagging is useful for the system to understand the requests and generate a response, but it is not based on the intonation of the sentence. This task-oriented labeling could be the reason of the little improvement in the classification using our prosody-based classifier. As far as we know this is the first time prosody is used in the dialog act classification in the DIHANA corpus, so we can not conclude that prosody does not improve the dialog act tagging, as more experiments should be performed.

Future work is directed to improve the intonation extraction, as can be seen in [12], and test new prosody features in this corpus, such as those proposed in [13], as well as other classification techniques like K-NN, neural networks or decision trees, which are proved in other corpora, but not in DIHANA. The classification structure based on HMMs could be applied on other corpora like CallHome or SwitchBoard. These corpora are annotated with a different set of dialog acts that could be more suitable for the prosody-based classifier. The use of a Spanish corpus annotated with labels based on the intonation of the sentences may help us to determine the utility of the prosody in Spanish. Restructuring the dialog acts in DIHANA is another possibility.
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